Guilt is a core emotion governing social behavior by promoting compliance with social norms or self-imposed standards. The goal of this study was to contrast guilty responses to actions that affect self versus others, since actions with social consequences are hypothesized to yield greater guilty feelings due to adopting the perspective and subjective emotional experience of others. Sixteen participants were presented with brief hypothetical scenarios in which the participant's actions resulted in harmful consequences to self (guilt-self) or to others (guilt-other) during functional MRI. Participants felt more intense guilt for guilt-other than guilt-self and guilt-neutral scenarios. Guilt scenarios revealed distinct regions of activity correlated with intensity of guilt, social consequences of actions, and the interaction of guilt by social consequence. Guilt intensity was associated with activation of the dorsomedial PFC, superior frontal gyrus, supramarginal gyrus, and anterior inferior frontal gyrus. Guilt accompanied by social consequences was associated with greater activation than without social consequences in the ventromedial and dorsomedial PFC, precuneus, posterior cingulate, and posterior superior temporal sulcus. Finally, the interaction analysis highlighted select regions that were more strongly correlated with guilt intensity as a function of social consequence, including the left anterior inferior frontal gyrus, left ventromedial PFC, and left anterior inferior parietal cortex. Our results suggest these regions intensify guilt where harm to others may incur a greater social cost.
Introduction
Guilt is a core emotion governing social behavior by promoting compliance with social norms or self-imposed standards (Hoffman, 1982) . Guilt may be elicited when the affected individual bears personal responsibility for negative or harmful events that impact the same individual or others (Tangney and Dearing, 2002) . Like other social emotions, guilt is predicated on self agency and when the harmful events affect another individual, guilt requires an inherent capacity for empathy in adopting the perspective of the affected individual(s) (Hoffman, 1982) . Guilt concerns transgressions or failed behaviors that may have negative impacts on others (e.g. "I dropped my friend's camera"), or on self (e.g. "I missed my workout today"), and in some instances negative impacts on self may also contain some component of embarrassment (e.g. I stumbled and fell while getting on stage"). We sought to expand our understanding of the neural correlates of guilt by examining its interaction with social consequence (whether the action affected oneself or another individual), which has largely been ignored in the literature.
Over the past decade a growing literature has examined the neural correlates of pro-social emotions (Zahn et al., 2009c) and moral judgments (Moll et al., 2009) . Within this broad area, a small number of studies have focused on guilt (Basile et al., in press; Green et al., 2010; Kedia et al., 2008; Moll et al., 2011; Shin et al., 2000; Takahashi et al., 2004; Zahn et al., 2009c) . Personal scripts eliciting guilt that were read during PET scanning recruited bilateral anterior temporal cortex, anterior cingulate gyrus, left anterior insula, and left inferior frontal gyrus (Shin et al., 2000) . A comparison of positive and negative social emotions revealed that the region most frequently associated with guilt was in the anterior ventromedial PFC and the subgenual cingulate cortex (Zahn et al., 2009c) . Use of action scripts found that prosocial emotions (guilt, embarrassment, compassion) elicited activation in the anterior medial PFC and the superior temporal sulcus (STS), whereas empathy also activated the mesolimbic pathway . Patients with damage to anterior medial PFC together with lesions of more posterior ventromedial PFC display diminished guilt and compassion (Koenigs et al., 2007) . Investigation of the evaluative processes comparing guilt and embarrassment showed that both conditions commonly activated the medial PFC and the left superior temporal sulcus (STS) (Takahashi et al., 2004) .
In parallel to these studies of emotion, social cognition research has uncovered the neural systems associated with empathy or adopting the thoughts, feelings, and emotions of others (Amodio and Frith, 2006; Mason and Macrae, 2008) . Empathy requires the subjective understanding and experiencing of others' emotions while maintaining the distinct subjective experience of one's own feelings (Batson, 2009) . The experience of empathy highlights an important distinction between perspective taking of non-emotional information and perspective taking of emotional information. A number of regions can be hypothesized for empathy based on evidence from neuroimaging and lesion-based studies. These highlight a prominent role of the temporal poles (Ruby and Decety, 2004) , believed to support conceptual representations of social information (Ross and Olson, 2010; Zahn et al., 2007; Zahn et al., 2009b) , and activation of the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) in emotional empathy, emotion recognition/evaluation (Jabbi et al., 2007; Schulte-Rüther et al., 2007) , and correlation with emotional empathy scores (Kaplan and Iacoboni, 2006) . However, empathy is not considered a purely emotional response but is linked with a cognitive component (Decety and Jackson, 2004; Preston and de Waal, 2002; Ruby and Decety, 2004) , often considered in relation to mentalizing or Theory of Mind (Lamm et al., 2007) that are associated with the posterior superior temporal sulcus (Frith and Frith, 2003; Scholz et al., 2009) , the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) (Samson et al., 2004; Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003) , and posterior cingulate cortex (Lombardo et al., 2010) . In addition, the medial frontal regions (de Waal, 2008 ) play a role, specifically frontopolar cortex (Ruby and Decety, 2004) , and ventromedial PFC, which has been implicated by lesion data (Eslinger, 1998; Shamay-Tsoory et al., 2009 ) and fMRI data (Mitchell et al., 2006) . Finally, the role of the precuneus for integration into a self-referential framework has been demonstrated in tasks such as making emotional judgments (Greene and Haidt, 2002; Maddock et al., 2003; Moll et al., 2005) . We predicted that feelings for negative events that affect others compared to events affecting self would differentially activate regions linked to feelings of empathy as well as mentalizing and ToM. After controlling for overall intensity differences in the analyses, we predicted that guilt resulting from self-actions affecting others would differentially engage the ventromedial PFC (Mitchell et al., 2006) , frontopolar cortex (Ruby and Decety, 2004) , posterior superior temporal sulcus (Frith and Frith, 2003; Scholz et al., 2009) , temporoparietal junction (Samson et al., 2004; Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003), IFG ; Schulte-Rüther et al., 2007) , and the precuneus/posterior cingulate gyrus (Lombardo et al., 2010) , consistent with predictions from prior literature.
There has been little research linking the findings in empathy and guilt, while research into other social emotions has expanded rapidly. Pro-social emotions, particularly guilt, clearly rely on neural systems that facilitate these processes seamlessly. However, because the patterns of neural activation in guilt and empathy overlap, it is important to determine the extent to which activation elicited by guilt scenarios is signaling affective functions or social cognition. We sought to examine the neural systems responsible for differentially modulating guilt and its interaction with systems engaged by empathy and perspective taking. We investigated activation, from event-related fMRI, evoked by reading guilt scenarios. These were scripted with the participant as agent, enacting scenarios resulting in harmful consequences to the participant (guilt-self) or someone other than the participant (guilt-other), whereas guilt-neutral (control) scenarios lacked negative consequences. Participants provided subjective ratings of guilt following each scenario. We hypothesized that the intensity of guilt associated with harm to others would be greater than for harm to self. Specifically, we predicted that guilt would be associated with regions implicated in prior research including the inferior frontal gyrus (Shin et al., 2000; Takahashi et al., 2004) , posterior STS (Takahashi et al., 2004) , frontopolar cortex (Basile et al., 2010; Kedia et al., 2008; Moll et al., 2011; Takahashi et al., 2004) , septal and the nearby subgenual cingulate areas (Basile et al., 2010; Green et al., 2010; Moll et al., 2011; Zahn et al., 2009a Zahn et al., , 2009c , posterior cingulate/precuneus (Basile et al., 2010; Kedia et al., 2008) , temporoparietal junction (Kedia et al., 2008; , and the anterior temporal poles (Shin et al., 2000) . Furthermore, we predicted that guilt feelings for negative events that affecting others would activate guilt regions that are differentially responsive to social and interpersonal consequences.
Methods

Participants
Behavioral and functional MRI data from sixteen men (mean age: 22.41 ± 2.69; 10 European American, 2 African American, 3 Asian American, and 1 Other/Multiracial) were analyzed. Nineteen righthanded men recruited from a university and community-based participant database provided written informed consent for study procedures approved by the Institutional Review Board at Duke University Medical Center. The study was limited to men as a lead-up to future research on guilt in combat-related posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). One participant was excluded for poor cooperation with study procedures (35% non-response rate), and two were excluded for technical difficulties with time locking fMRI acquisition with stimulus presentation. Participant screening with the Brief SCID revealed no Axis I psychiatric disorders or active substance use disorders.
Experimental stimuli
Experimental stimuli consisted of brief hypothetical scenarios that were partitioned into three conditions: (i) the guilt-self condition depicted actions by the participant that resulted in negative consequences to the participant, (ii) the guilt-other condition depicted actions by the participant that resulted in negative consequences to someone other than the participant, and (iii) the guilt-neutral condition depicted actions that had no untoward consequences and therefore designed not to elicit guilt. A total of 180 stimuli, divided into 60 guilt-other, 60 guilt-self, and 60 guilt-neutral scenarios, were created in our lab that were modeled after stimuli developed by Takahashi et al. (2004) . The 60 guilt-neutral stimuli were further subdivided into neutral-self and neutral-other conditions to investigate the main effect of social consequence (self versus other) as described later. Sample scenarios are provided in Table 1 .
To avoid presenting the same underlying scenario to participants for the guilt-self condition and the guilt-other condition, we created two stimulus sets (A and B). Each stimulus set consisted of 30 guiltself and 30 guilt-other stimuli of unique scenarios. 'Other' scenarios in stimulus set A contained the corresponding 'self' scenarios in stimulus set B and vice versa ('other' scenarios in stimulus set B contained the corresponding 'self' scenarios in stimulus set A). Stimulus sets A and B were counterbalanced with random assignment across subjects, and both sets contained identical guilt-neutral stimuli.
To rule out differences in activation patterns due to syntactic complexity of sentences between our conditions of interest, a single trained rater conducted a content analysis using a formalized measure based on the number of subordinating conjunctions, pronouns, verb forms, noun phrases, and verb phrases (Szmrecsanyi, 2004) . We assessed differences in syntactic complexity between the otherversus self-perspective scenarios and correlations with intensity of guilt level experienced (1 = lowest through 4 = highest). There were no differences in syntactic complexity between self-and other-based perspectives [t(152) = .004, p > .9] nor was there a correlation between syntactic complexity of scenarios and their mean guilt rating (r 2 = .01, p = .15).
Behavioral measures
During acquisition of fMRI, subjects were instructed to read the sentence presented and to "put yourself in the situation and imagine how you would feel if it were happening to you." Subjects were instructed to respond to each stimulus with a right-handed button press to indicate their subjective intensity of guilt feelings. Each trial began with a stimulus from one of three conditions (guilt-self, guiltother, and guilt-neutral) that appeared on the screen for 13 s, followed by two seconds to respond with a subjective guilt rating (1 = no guilt, 4 = highest guilt), and inter-stimulus instructions to "Clear your mind" that were jittered between 8 and 12 s. The fMRI session was partitioned into 8 runs each with 188 image volumes lasting 6′16″.
Outside the fMRI environment, a separate sample of twelve subjects matched for age, gender, race, and recruited from the same subject pool as the fMRI participants, provided ratings for eleven different emotions elicited by the scenarios. Using a 1-4 rating scale participants rated feelings of anger, arousal, contentment, disgust, embarrassment, fear, guilt, pain, shame, tension, and valence. This assessment was conducted on a separate sample to characterize the emotions experienced upon encountering the scenarios for the first time. The goal of collecting these data was to assess how well our stimuli were tuned to guilt and the extent of overlap with other related emotions.
MRI acquisition
Functional images were acquired on a 3-Tesla GE Signa EXCITE scanner using a spiral-in acquisition sequence that has superior coverage in the ventral frontal and anterior temporal regions as compared to spiral-out or EPI acquisition (see Supplementary data). A series of 34 axially oriented functional slices were acquired in an interleaved fashion for full-brain coverage with the following parameters: TR = 2000 ms; TE = 30 ms; FOV = 240 mm; matrix size = 64 2 ; voxel size = 3.75 × 3.75 × 3.8 mm. High-resolution three-dimensional spin-echo co-planar structural images were acquired in 68 axial slices (TR = 7.436; TE = 3.02 ms; FOV = 240 mm; matrix size = 256 2 ; voxel size = 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.9 mm). High resolution T1-weighted images with 1 mm isometric voxels, later used for registration of functional images, were acquired using the Array Spatial Sensitivity Encoding Technique (ASSET) with fast spoiled gradientrecall (FSPGR; TR/TE/flip angle = 7.484 ms/2.984 ms/12°, 256 mm FOV, 1 mm slice, 166 slices, 256 × 256 matrix, 1 Nex).
Data analyses
Functional data sets were analyzed using FSL version 4.1.4 [Oxford Centre for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain (FMRIB), University of Oxford, U.K.] (Smith, 2004) . Paradigm timing files were converted to FSL compatible format and NIFTI image data files were generated. Preprocessing was applied to individual subjects' data using the following steps: (i) motion correction with Motion Correction FMRIB Linear Image Registration Tool (MCFLIRT) (Jenkinson et al., 2002) to correct for motion within each experimental run using the middle volume of the run as reference, (ii) slice timing correction to shift each time-series by an appropriate fraction of a TR relative to the middle of the TR period based on an interleaved slice acquisition sequence, (iii) brain extraction using the Brain Extraction Tool (BET) to remove the skull prior to analysis (Smith, 2002) , (iv) spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of FWHM 5 mm to reduce noise and improve sensitivity, (v) intensity normalization whereby the entire 4D data set was normalized by a single scaling factor or grand mean scaling so higher-level analyses remain valid, and (vi) highpass temporal filtering (100 s) to remove low frequency artifacts (Jenkinson et al., 2002) . Functional images for each subject were co-registered to structural images in native space, and structural images were normalized to structural standard images, defined by the standard brain supplied in FSL (MNI152). The same transformation matrices used for structural-to-standard transformations were then used for functional-to-standard space transformations of co-registered functional images. All registrations were carried out using FMRIB Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT) for a linear (affine with 12 degrees of freedom) global optimization method of intermodal registration (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001 ).
Statistical modeling
Rather than examine neural activation associated with guilt by contrasting guilt scenarios (guilt-other and guilt-self) with guiltneutral scenarios, we used the guilt ratings provided by scanned subjects to increase statistical power available with a parametric regression approach. This provided modeling of main effects of guilt, main effects of perspective taking, and interaction of guilt by perspective taking. A whole-brain ANOVA was used to model activity specific to guilt, activity specific to perspective taking, and the interaction between guilt and perspective. A 2 × 4 ANOVA modeled the withinsubjects factor guilt (four levels; 1-4 guilt rating; 1 = low guilt, 4 = high guilt) and the within-subjects factor social consequence (two levels; other, self). The first level design in FSL was set up with eight explanatory variables (EVs) corresponding to all possible combinations of social consequence and guilt rating that included guilt and neutral scenarios (O1, O2, O3, O4, S1, S2, S3, S4) to interrogate activation related to each EV. Guilt-neutral scenarios were included in this regression because they comprised most of the '1' ratings with guilt scenarios generally receiving ratings of '2' and above. We used first level contrasts in FSL from all the runs to set up the following contrasts at the second level: (i) main effect of guilt was modeled to identify voxels with activity that was positively correlated with participants' guilt ratings without regard to perspective, (ii) main effect You drive back home after spending time at a party with your friends.
You get fired from work because you forgot to submit an important report to your supervisor.
You forget to submit a group report at work resulting in two of your colleagues getting fired.
You collaborate with several colleagues to work on an important report at work.
You are fined for using a cell phone inside a hospital.
Your ringing cell phone disrupts a hospital patient's heart monitoring device.
You return several calls on your cell phone while waiting at the park.
You get arrested for shoplifting a shirt at a store in the mall.
Two of your friends get arrested because of a shirt that you shoplifted.
After some deliberation, you purchase a shirt at a store you like.
You are in debt because you spent too much money on a car you couldn't afford.
You spend your parents' money on a car you can't afford and they are now in debt.
Your neighbor who lives across the street washes his newly purchased car.
You drink more alcohol than you had planned to and feel sick the next day.
Your friend feels sick today because you forced them to drink more than they would have liked.
Several of your friends go out for drinks after work on a Thursday evening.
of guilt was modeled to identify voxels with activity that was negatively correlated with participants' guilt ratings without regard to social consequence, (iii) main effect of other > self without regard to guilt rating was obtained by contrasting all other scenarios (GO1, GO2, GO3, GO4, NO1, NO2, NO3, NO4) with all self scenarios (S1, S2, S3, S4, NS1, NS2, NS3, NS4), (iv) main effect of self > other without regard to guilt rating, and (v) interaction of guilt * social consequence identified voxels with a greater positive correlation of activation with guilt ratings arising from scenarios that affected others relative to those that just affected self. The third level analyses averaged the second level contrasts of parameter estimates (copes) across 16 subjects with automatic outlier de-weighting. Average maps were calculated with a mixed effects higher-level analysis FMRIB Local Analysis of Mixed Effects (FLAME). Protection against false positive detection of active voxels resulting from multiple comparison testing was based on Gaussian Random Field Theory by imposing a conservative mean threshold of Z > 2.3 for cluster formation and a corrected significance threshold of P b 0.05 (Forman et al., 1995) . This method for controlling the family wise error, based on the chance probability of obtaining a specified number of clusters that exceed a specified number of voxels above a specified threshold, is implemented in FSL.
Results
Emotion ratings
The guilt scenarios were rated for the intensity for each of eleven emotions by a second group of participants outside the scanner. These subjects rated scenarios as eliciting significantly higher levels of guilt than each of the other ten emotions (p b .02 for all), but not significantly greater than the level of embarrassment [t(24) = 1.5, p = .15]. Further behavioral results for embarrassment are reported in the Supplementary data. Mean ratings, and statistics comparing the emotions are reported in detail in Table 2 .
Using the guilt intensity for each scenario provided by subjects in the scanner (n = 16) and the emotional intensity for each scenario provided by the second group outside the scanner (n = 12), correlations between the guilt rating and the rating for each of the 11 emotions are presented in Fig. 1 . The strongest correlations were present for guilt (replicating ratings between the scanner group and the nonscanner group) with progressively decreasing correlation strengths for embarrassment, shame, disgust, contentment, valence, tension, pain, anger, fear, and arousal (see Supplementary data).
Guilt ratings
Ratings for intensity of guilt experienced in response to scenarios (see Fig. 2 ) showed a main effect of condition (3 levels; guilt-other, guilt-self, guilt-neutral) using a one-way ANOVA [F(2,48) = 352.7, p b .0001]. Planned comparisons found higher guilt ratings in response to guilt-other (mean = 3.2 SE = .06) than guilt-self (mean = 2.8 SE = . ( N E G ) t e n s i o n p a i n a n g e r f e a r a r o u s a l correlation (r) with guilt intensity Overall Self Other Fig. 1 . A separate correlation between guilt and each of the 11 emotions was computed from the guilt intensity (1 =low, 4 =high) for each scenario provided by subjects in the scanner (n =16) and the emotional intensity experienced (1= low, 4=high) for each scenario provided by a separate group of subjects outside the scanner (n =12). The correlation is represented by the height of the bar, separately for self-and other-perspective scenarios and for all scenarios. The strongest correlations were present for guilt and progressively decreasing correlation strengths for embarrassment, shame, disgust, contentment, valence, tension, pain, anger, fear, and arousal.
Guilt processes
Activation was positively correlated with guilt ratings, regardless of social consequence (main effect of guilt), in the left ventrolateral PFC extending into the left orbitofrontal cortex, left supramarginal gyrus, left dorsal medial prefrontal cortex, and frontopolar cortex (see Fig. 3 ; Table 3 ). Activation was negatively correlated with guilt ratings mainly in the right lateral occipital cortex, the right superior parietal cortex, the right and left precuneus, the right posterior middle temporal gyrus, right postcentral gyrus, right superior frontal gyrus, and right insular cortex (see Fig. 4 ; Table 4 ). The septal/subgenual area was active at a more permissive statistical threshold (p b .01; uncorrected).
Social consequences of guilty actions
Activation for the contrast comparing guilt-other greater than guilt-self, regardless of intensity ratings (main effect of social consequence), was found in the right dorsomedial PFC, right ventromedial PFC, frontopolar cortex, right and left posterior cingulate gyrus, right and left posterior superior temporal sulcus, right and left precuneus, right intracalcarine, lingual, and fusiform gyri (see Fig. 5 ; Table 5 ). No significant differences in activation emerged in the guiltself > guilt-other contrast.
Interaction of guilt and social consequence
The interaction of guilt * social consequence modeled voxels showing greater correlation with guilt ratings when actions affected others as compared to the self. Active regions for this interaction included the left anterior inferior parietal (AIP) cortex, left anterior inferior frontal gyrus, left orbitofrontal gyrus, and left ventromedial PFC (frontopolar cortex). Thresholded activation maps (p b .05; corrected) of the interaction effect and mean percent signal change are shown for each region in Figs. 6a-d and Table 6 .
Discussion
Comparison of neural activation evoked by guilt scenarios in which the participants' actions resulted in negative consequences to self or to others revealed distinct regions correlated with intensity of guilt, regions recruited by social consequence, and regions where social consequence modulated the guilt response (interaction effect). Regions associated with guilt intensity included the dorsomedial PFC, frontopolar cortex, supramarginal gyrus, and the ventrolateral PFC. Guilty actions leading to harm to others relative to oneself elicited greater activation of the ventromedial and dorsomedial PFC, frontopolar cortex, precuneus, posterior cingulate, and bilateral posterior STS. Finally, select regions were differentially engaged by the intensity of guilt feelings when accompanied by social consequences that included the anterior part of the left IFG, the left ventromedial PFC, and the left anterior inferior parietal cortex.
Ratings of guilt feelings
Participants reported feeling the most intense guilt for guilt-other scenarios. A host of features may modulate the intensity of guilt for events affecting self versus others, such as the perceived agent of responsibility, locus of control over negative events, perceived moral transgression, damage to social or interpersonal relationships, or perceived level of harm to the affected individual(s), among others Fig. 2 . The participant ratings for the intensity of guilt experienced in response to scenarios differed for guilt-other (GO), guilt-self (GS), and guilt-neutral (GN) conditions. Greater intensity of guilt was reported for guilt-other than guilt-self and guilt-neutral conditions, as well as greater intensity of guilt for guilt-self than the guilt-neutral condition. (Tangney, 1996; Tangney and Dearing, 2002) . It is also conceivable that in specific circumstances one may feel more guilt for self consequences (e.g. overindulging in food might elicit subjectively more guilt than offering food to a friend who overindulges). Thus, it is possible that this finding may be specific to the cognitive and affective features captured by the scenarios we selected. Importantly, the differences in overall intensity ratings were controlled in the ANOVA when considering the other factors of interest.
Neural mapping of guilt
Elevated feelings of guilt (main effect of guilt) selectively engaged the dorsomedial PFC, frontopolar cortex, supramarginal gyrus, and the ventrolateral PFC. These regions were largely consistent with the regions we hypothesized based on prior work, particularly with respect to inferior frontal gyrus (Shin et al., 2000; Takahashi et al., 2004) , frontopolar cortex (Basile et al., 2010; Moll et al., , 2011 , dorsomedial PFC (Kedia et al., 2008; Takahashi et al., 2004) , supramarginal gyrus (Kedia et al., 2008; , and at a reduced significance threshold also septal/subgenual cingulate areas (Basile et al., 2010; Green et al., 2010; Moll et al., 2011; Zahn et al., 2009a Zahn et al., , 2009c . However, other hypothesized areas including the posterior STS (Takahashi et al., 2004) , posterior cingulate/precuneus (Basile et al., 2010; Kedia et al., 2008) and the anterior temporal poles (Shin et al., 2000) were not observed in our results.
While null results are challenging to interpret, it is instructive to consider possible reasons for the lack of findings for these three regions. An important distinction when relating to prior work is that previous studies examined guilt broadly, whereas our study was designed to additionally investigate the unique contribution of social consequence and assess the interaction of these variables. Therefore, variance associated with this variable, which likely includes processes related to perspective-taking and empathy, were controlled in the present study when assessing the neural circuitry related to guilt. Some prior studies appear to include these related processes in their main contrasts of guilt. Consistent with the logic outlined above, converging findings in all three regions have been implicated in a range of tasks involving mentalizing, ToM, and complex aspects of person perception (Amodio and Frith, 2006; Frith and Frith, 1999; Saxe et al., 2004) . These tasks generally elicit activity in the posterior STS, an area that has been linked to attention shifting and the perception of biological motion, and the temporal poles, believed to support conceptual representations of social information (Frith and Frith, 1999; Scholz et al., 2009) . Finally, the role of the precuneus for integration into a self-referential framework has been demonstrated in tasks including making emotional judgment (Greene and Haidt, 2002; Maddock et al., 2003; Moll et al., 2005) .
It is important to consider the broader issue that guilt scenarios may elicit myriad emotions that are difficult to study in isolation. In the present study, several other emotions were experienced by subjects while reading the guilt scenarios, although guilt was the most intense emotion experienced (see Fig. 1 ). In the present study, we cross-validated the guilt ratings of the participants with an independent sample. The strongest correlations across samples were present for guilt, with progressively decreasing correlation strengths for embarrassment, shame, disgust, contentment, valence, tension, pain, anger, fear, and arousal. This issue has largely been overlooked by previous guilt studies. For instance, Shin et al. (2000) also examined a similar range of emotions and compared the magnitude of these emotions elicited by guilt scripts as compared to neutral scripts. However, Shin et al. and most prior studies did not actually compare the magnitude of these emotions to the magnitude of guilt elicited * The Z-statistics were thresholded using clusters determined by Z > 2.3 and a family wise error corrected cluster significance of P b 0.05 was applied to the suprathreshold clusters. * The Z-statistics were thresholded using clusters determined by Z > 2.3 and a family wise error corrected cluster significance of P b 0.05 was applied to the suprathreshold clusters.
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specifically by the guilt scripts (Basile et al., 2010; Kedia et al., 2008; Ruby and Decety, 2004; Shin et al., 2000; Takahashi et al., 2004; Zahn et al., 2009c) , while some assessed this relationship in a few select emotions (Green et al., 2010; Kedia et al., 2008; Zahn et al., 2009c) or none at all (Basile et al., 2010; Takahashi et al., 2004) . One notable exception by found that the emotional scripts elicited the following emotions in order of intensity: indignation-other, guilt, compassion, embarrassment, indignationself, and disgust. Negative correlations with subjective ratings of guilt were visualized in the superior parietal cortex, lateral occipital cortex, and precuneus (see Fig. 4 ). These regions generally showed activation above baseline or at baseline activation for low guilt and progressive deactivation of increasing magnitude with increasing levels of guilt. This phenomenon has some features in common with resting activity; however, this pattern of activity cannot be attributed to spontaneous free-flowing thoughts typical of rest. Rather, we interpret this activity as Moll et al. (2005 have done, by attributing it to "emotionally neutral but motivationally relevant action sequences and behavioral contingencies that take place during social navigation". This pattern is consistent with activation associated with social behaviors of emotionally neutral scripts that share neural substrates with the "default mode". Indeed the free-flowing spontaneous thoughts that predominate during rest are congruent with the non-emotional guilt-neutral scenarios used in our study.
Neural mapping of social consequence
Our results show activation associated with social consequence of one's actions (harm to others caused by self) in the ventromedial PFC, frontopolar cortex, dorsomedial PFC, precuneus, posterior cingulate, and bilateral posterior STS. These findings were consistent with our predictions in the ventromedial PFC (Mitchell et al., 2006) , frontopolar cortex (Ruby and Decety, 2004) , posterior superior temporal sulcus (Frith and Frith, 2003; Scholz et al., 2009) , and the precuneus/ posterior cingulate gyrus (Lombardo et al., 2010) . However, two regions we predicted -the temporoparietal junction (Samson et al., 2004; Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003) and the IFG (Schulte-Rüther et al., 2007) -were not observed. The lack of IFG activation was surprising given its putative role in empathy (Kaplan and Iacoboni, 2006) and emotion recognition/evaluation (Jabbi et al., 2007; Schulte-Rüther et al., 2007) . Likewise the temporoparietal junction has been consistently reported in relation to empathy (Jabbi et al., 2007; SchulteRüther et al., 2007) , mentalizing and ToM (Samson et al., 2004; Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003) . One possible explanation is the role of self as agent in causing harm to the other. It is possible that for some participants, the guilt-other scenarios may lead to greater preoccupation with self actions rather than thoughts about the harm caused to another. This possibility requires further investigation to confirm. The self-perspective compared to other-perspective has been linked to the ventromedial PFC (Ames et al., 2008) and the precuneus (Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe et al., 2006) , whereas when subjects are asked to consider the perspective of another individual, the temporoparietal junction comes online (Ruby and Decety, 2004; Saxe et al., 2006) .
Guilt and social consequence
Whereas guilt and constructs related to social consequence, such as empathy and perspective-taking, have both been investigated independent of one another, to our knowledge, this is the first study to explicitly incorporate the role of social consequence in examining the neural correlates of guilt. Our findings show that guilt feelings resulting from harm to others lead to distinct experiences and differentially modulate activation in a left lateralized network comprised of the anterior IFG, anterior inferior parietal cortex, ventromedial PFC, and lateral orbitofrontal cortex. Specifically, activity in the anterior IFG and the orbitofrontal cortex (see Figs. 6b and c) associated with actions resulting in harm to self was independent of the intensity of guilt feelings, whereas activity in these regions was associated with actions resulting in harm to others only with high intensity guilt feelings but not for low intensity guilt feelings. On the other hand, the interaction effect in the anterior inferior parietal cortex was qualitatively different (see Fig. 6a ). Here the response was associated with moderate activation at all levels for guilt-self, whereas the guilt-other condition resulted in comparatively greater activation for highly intense feelings of guilt and comparatively low activation for mild feelings of guilt. Our results suggest that activity in these regions is differentially modulated for guilt-other as compared to guilt-self, consistent with the idea that harm to others may incur a greater cost to one's social standing. In particular, the inferior parietal cortex also plays an important role, according to Chiao et al. (2009) , in evaluating the social status of another individual, which is an important component in calculating the social cost of harming another individual. The orbitofrontal cortex is another region that is associated with negative emotional states Zahn et al., 2009c) , most notably with the social emotions of regret (Camille et al., 2004) and embarrassment (Takahashi et al., 2004) . Damage to the orbitofrontal cortex may manifest in impaired social perception (Moll et al., 2005) and an impaired ability to incorporate emotions into decision making (Bechara et al., 2000) . Our findings in the orbitofrontal cortex are consistent with earlier predictions of guilt induced activation of this region (Shin et al., 2000) , however most prior reports have failed to demonstrate orbitofrontal cortex activation in response to guilt (Basile et al., 2010; Ruby and Decety, 2004; Shin et al., 2000; Takahashi et al., 2004; Zahn et al., 2009c) . Given that the stimuli in the present study elicited feelings of guilt along with a secondary component of embarrassment, a possibility is that orbitofrontal activation may in part be linked to embarrassment which has a higher affinity to the violation of social conventions (choices of clothing, etiquette and hygiene, etc.) (Haidt, 2003; Tangney, 1996) . G1  G2  G3  G4   G1  G2  G3  G4   G1  G2  G3  G4   G1  G2  G3  G4 mean percent signal change 
Limitations
A key limitation that is difficult to address in any design, and consequently was shared by other studies in this field, was the challenge in eliciting guilt without also eliciting a complex array of other emotions such as shame, anger, disgust, and negative valence more generally. Our behavioral data provide some insight into the complex landscape of emotional responses that are experienced concomitantly with guilt. Relatedly, one limitation to interpreting our social consequence manipulation was that no explicit measure of perspectivetaking or empathy was collected.
The present behavioral differences of greater guilt feelings for events harming others may be explained by the neural processes outlined in this paper. However, it is possible to construct scenarios where more guilt is experienced for events affecting self and less for others. To the extent that the behavioral findings are specific to the chosen scenarios, the fMRI findings would be similarly construed. Furthermore, guilt feelings elicited by guilt-self scenarios might be qualitatively different from guilt elicited by guilt-other scenarios. While we sometimes experience guilt for our own wrong deed, guilt is frequently associated with harm to others. Harm to self (e.g. "you are in debt because you spent too much money on a car you couldn't afford") may often induce regret rather than guilt. Conversely, a guiltself scenario (e.g. "you get arrested for shoplifting a shirt at a store") resulting in potential harm to a storekeeper may also be construed as guilt-other. Therefore, the present results must be interpreted with the understanding that the scenarios are not valid in all settings or the classifications may change depending on social and personal context. Relatedly, while guilt was rated higher than other emotions, there was also a contribution from embarrassment. Finally, it is always difficult to extrapolate from hypothesized scenarios to realworld situations involving guilty actions that are known to affect others directly.
The study was conducted in a sample of men as a prelude to studying guilt in combat-related PTSD. The exclusion of women may influence the behavioral and neural findings. Substantial evidence shows that when reasoning about others, women are more inclined to empathize than men (Toussaint and Webb, 2005) , with a corresponding gender difference in neural activation (Singer et al., 2006) . Therefore, the present findings ought to be viewed in this context. Future work might better address some of the limitations we highlighted and further examine the parameter space relevant to guilt processing. This work might incorporate not just how much guilt the subject experienced, but other experiences such as level of embarrassment, level of regret, intentional versus accidental harm to others, level of perceived suffering of the individual that is harmed, level of negative consequences resulting from the action, level of empathy, and the extent of the participant's role in events that resulted in negative consequences for the participant or for others. In behavioral research on the role of agency on emotions, guilt was selected as the most frequent emotion in the negative self-agency condition out of a choice of shame/embarrassment, guilt, indignation/anger, pride, gratitude whereas anger was selected the most frequent negative emotion elicited by other-agency (Zahn et al., 2009c) . These investigations as well as those in clinical disorders of PTSD and depression are certain to be important to this understudied area of social neuroscience.
Conclusions
The intensity of guilt associated with harm to others is greater than for harm to self, and differential activation in the anterior IFG, ventromedial PFC, and the anterior inferior parietal cortex forms the neural basis of these varied guilt experiences. The neural response to guilt intensity can be distinguished from the response to social consequence, as well as regions where social consequence modulates the response to guilt. Our results suggest specific regions intensify guilt when harm to others may incur greater social cost. These findings may also have important implications for understanding psychiatric conditions like PTSD and depression, where alterations in guilt and empathic capacity may constitute core symptoms.
